
DIMPLEX OPTI-MYST
Designer electric fires



No other electric fire compares to the Dimplex Opti-Myst. Why? Only the Dimplex Opti-Myst has patented 3D 
technology which uses water and lighting to create a flame and smoke effect. So real, so mesmerising with flames  
so vibrant and beautiful that you and your friends will be convinced it is a real wood or gas fire. You can achieve all 
this effect by simply plugging into a powerpoint and flicking the remote! 

Opti-Myst fireplaces create the instantaneous tantalising effect of a real fire, dramatising any space with seductive 
ambient amber lighting and dancing flames. Opti-Myst fires are an all-season, non-heating fire-feature design effect. 
Ideal application of Opti-Myst is in pre-heated rooms or in warmer climates. Opti-Myst cassettes feature 3 sizes in 
logs or pebbles – 400, 600 and the new Cassette 1000 range.

Opti-Myst Creations 

Opti-Myst 1100 pebbles with stainless steel trim.

Opti-Myst 600 with  
Classic Nickel facia and 
Richmond Mantelpiece.



Opti-Myst 600 with Pattern Square Nickel facia and Richmond Mantelpiece.

Opti-Myst 600 with Plain Arch facia and Rosette Mantepiece.

Opti-Myst 600 with Plain Square Nickel facia and Modena Mantelpiece.

Opti-Myst 600 with Clasic facia and Rostte Mantelpiece.

Opti-Myst 600 with Arch Nickel 
facia and Windsor Mantelpiece.



Portable Opti-Myst Creations

Opti-Myst Quattro

Opti-Myst suite



Master Fireplaces offer some unique, go-anywhere, move-anywhere 

design options using the Dimplex Opti-Myst range of designer 

cassette-inserts so you can create a beautiful, bold statement  

for any part of your house. Movable, beautiful, contemporary.

Ascot

Zen

Quattro

Mini Zen



The new Opti-Myst 1000 Cassette is a designer’s dream fire. This stunning, continuous linear 1000 Cassette 

is what designers and home owners have been waiting for. An uninterrupted, continuous linear flame and 

smoke effect. Improved and enhanced log-set bed with glowing red LED lights. We have even added crackling 

fire sound effects to create a truly unique fire experience!

Cassette 1000 

• Realistic Opti-Myst flame and smoke effect

• Can be plumbed to water supply or bottle fed

• Can be connected in series to other 500 or 1000 cassettes

• Variable flame and smoke effect

• Adjustable sound

• LED glowing log bed

• Remote control

• Dimensions: 240 Inset height x 1017 width x 354 depth (mm)

• Model: CAS1000

Introducing the new Opti-Myst 
1000 Cassette



Designing with 
Opti-Myst 
Choose from our 3 sizes – 400, 600 or 1,000 cassette 

inserts. The Opti-Myst cassettes allow you to let your 

creativity flow by creating your own unique designs – 

whether you’re a designer or a home decorator. The 

400 standard log cassette also has a pebble option.

Cassettes 400 and 600

•  Cassette 400 is a medium width Opti-Myst cassette

•  Cassette 600 is a large width Opti-Myst cassette

•  Realistic Opti-Myst flame and smoke effect

•  Variable flame and smoke control

•  Remote control

•  Quick-fit IEC (kettle) connection

•  No heat

•  Models: CAS400NH and CAS600NH

A

MODEL Cassette 400 Cassette 600
‘a’ 405 mm 564 mm

171

216

Specifications

MODEL Cassette 400 Cassette 600
‘a’ 405mm 564mmInstallation Delhi by  

Gupta Architects



VASTU AND OPTI-MYST
The use of fireplaces is becoming increasingly popular among homebuilders and 

decorators, and so are vastu-compliant home designs.

Vastu is an ancient vedic guideline for designing community spaces, temples and 

homes to ensure that the delicate balance between man, nature and the cosmos 

is maintained. A fireplace anywhere in your home has a positive effect on your 

home’s vastu. 

Dimplex’s Opti-Myst with its water-based flame effect is a vastu positive fire. The twin Agni-

Prajapati reside in, and rise from water. Twin Opti-Myst burner fireplace designs symbolise, 

represent and honour Agni-Prajapati arising out of the cosmic waters. Water represents Life  

and Agni-Prajapati represents the Presence of Divinity to facilitate the flow of blessings from  

the divine realms for mankind’s wellbeing. 

An Opti-Myst fireplace placed in any quarter of your home brings about harmonising and 

balancing effects to the home and family to expand the beneficial aspects and eliminate  

the negative impacts of vastu directional energies. Agni arising out of water

NOT ALL ELECTRIC FIRES ARE THE SAME
An electric fire offers us the promise of a real wood or gas fire in our home when venting or flueing is impossible 

or very difficult to achieve. Simple electric fan heaters or reverse cycle air conditioner should be able to create 

heat in these situations. But you don’t need to deny yourself the ambience of a fireplace! You would naturally 

want the most realistic-looking electric fire, not some cheap imitation with no warranties or 

guarantees, or anyone to even service the darn thing. 

Dimplex is UK’s No.1 electric fireplace company and Dimplex’s award-winning creation, the  

Opti-Myst, stands apart from the crowd with its patented 3D electric fire technology. The logs 

look like real, smouldering logs, not a plastic toy. The 3D flames look like real flames, not some 

imitation lighting behind a glass door. The Opti-Myst produces a mist that looks exactly like real, 

lazily drifting smoke. All this costing less than 3-4 rupees an hour to run!  

Don’t take our word for it. Scan this code to see for yourself.

Scan to see the 
amazing Opti-Myst 

smoke and  
flame effect

Showroom and office:  Phone 011 26503726 or 011 26503734 
 426 Mehrauli Gurgaon Road 
Ghitorni, New Delhi 110030

Warehouse and despatch:  0413 2660552

After hours: 9873 447 734 or 9655 011 173 www.masterfireplaces.in

Fireplaces are magical! It’s so relaxing to watch dancing flames that the day’s stress simply melts away. 

Scientific studies conclude that watching a crackling fire before bed reduces high blood pressure and ensures sound 

sleep! It seems our instincts were right! Time spent in front of a fire is a scientific, drug-free prescription to relax, wind 

down and connect with your family and friends. During this winding down time, the pineal gland in the brain starts 

secreting melatonin, ensuring we have a good night’s sleep. 

Watching a live or life-like, crackling fire reduces anxiety and blood pressure.

1.  An optimum level of melatonin secretion by the brain is essential for a restful, full night’s sleep.

2. Exposure to ambient amber lighting in the evening before bedtime increases production of the hormone melatonin.

3.  Melatonin improves not only the quality of sleep but also increases daytime alertness level.

4.  Melatonin production strengthens the immune system and helps prevent cancer.

So, well before you go to bed, switch off that television, dim your lights and switch on your Opti-Myst. Watching the 

dancing, swirling golden flames of your fireplace, let your mind calm down. Let your body relax and your face light up 

with a smile – you know you will sleep well tonight.


